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INFORHA.TION AND APPLICATION FORM FOR 

THE 1986 A.S.K.C. SEA KAYAKING HOLIDAY 

VENUE: 

DIRECTIONS TO 
VENUE: 

(_ 

COST: - 
PROGRAMME: 

EQUIR1ENT: 

APPLICATION": 

From Saturday 1st August through to and including Friday 
8th August. 

CAOLASNACON CARAVAN & CAMPING PARK, Kinlochleven, 
Argyll shire •. 

From the M74 move on to the M8 and drive through Glasgow 
on Motorway towards Greenock. 
Take cut off after Glasgow Airport for the- ·Erskine Bridge. 
Cross the Erskine Bridge and take the signs to Loch Lomand 
and Crianlarich (A82) 
After Crianlarich the road splits at Tyndrum.· 
Take the right hand fork and drive to Glen Coe 
At village of Glen Coe turn right. 
Three miles on the left is our site. 

£5.00 per head plus site fees (in the region of £15.00 
per week). 

Dependant on.the weather to some extent. 
Day trips;·an_overnight two day trip; a night paddle; 
coaching;- a Bar-b-que on Friday evening; talks; and 
wha+ever-. you want to do, flexibility being important. 

Bring your own and be prepared for our mini-expedition 
and night paddles. If in doubt let me know, 

To·J. RAMWELL, 7, MILLER CLOSE, NEHPORT, ISLE OF HIGHT 
P03°"· 5PS - as soon as possible, with £5 .oo deposit. 

--------- - --------------------------------------------------------- 
APPLICATION FORN FOR 1986 ASKC SEA KAYAKING HOLIDAY 

NAME: ............................... 
ADDRESS ............................. AGE (IF UNDER 18) •••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 •••••••••••• 

• . . 
•••••••• POST CODE••••••••••• 

I w.ofld like to attend the 1986 ASKC Sea Kayaking Holiday 

I have (at least) basic competence in a kayak 

I do not hold the organiser responsible for safety of life and equipment 

I enclose £5.00 deposit. 

Signed••••••••••••••••••• 

Date••••••••••••••••••••• 



KAYAK KITE SAILING: GONE WITH THE WIND 

· . by LeRoy Nordby 

B ritish Columbia-coastal sea kayaking· 
is perhaps the finest in the world. 

Each year an ever increasing number of 
paddlers are finding this to be true. And it 
was in this beautiful environment that I got 
my idea for kite sailing. So today, when 
ever I stop by sea kayak stores and see para 
foil kites hanging from the ceiling, I smile 
inwardly, knowing I had a hand in putting 
them.there. 

,Jt all goes back to that day in August 
1973 when I was leading a kayak trip in 
Alert Bay area. One member of the group, 
David Steele, was flying a small Scott Sled 

larger sizes being too unwieldy to manage 
from a kayak cockpit). I use several hun 
dred feet of 150 to 200 pound-test braided 
nylon seine twine for the line along with a 
swivel on the end. 
To launch the kite with the wind at your 

back, hold it up, one hand on each front 
comer, until filled by the wind. Then, let 
loose while grabbing the line with either 
hand to keep the line taut. You must be 
careful not get the bridle lines tangled, as 
the kite will not fly if this happens. 
The kite line is then slowly let out to the 

desired height and eventually attached to 
the front of the ~.Jckpit by a looped cord or 
a clea~·. Some people like to fly the kite 

In a strong wind the kite will be zooming out ahead of 
the kayak and will be impossible to pull in by hand. 

Under these conditions ... you should have a 'knife ready 
to cut the line if necessary. 

kite for diversion as we paddled along. Be 
ing small, it couldn't provide any useful 
pull, but it. got me thinking: Was there a 
kite that would pull strongly enough so i 
wouldn't have to paddle downwind? Up 
until that time, I hadn't heard of anyone 
else using kites for propulsion when sea 
kayaking. It simply wasn't being done. 

Ideally, for kayaking, the kite should be 
free of supports. It should be made of salt· 
water-tolerant material, and should be 
easy to stow. 
After looking at the various kites avail 

able and evaluating several, I found the 
Jalbert Parafoil met my requirements. 
This kite was developed by Domina Jalbert 
from an idea that popped into· his mind 
while flying his private p.IP.,ne in _i~§3. 
The parafoil is made-entirety of multi 

colored rip-stop -nylon or spinnaker-type 
sailcloth and, having nq rigid members to 
break, rolls up compactly to fit into a small 
space. Its cross section resembles the shape 
of an airplane wing with the leading edge 
removed. There are six rib compartments 
(baffles) and the ram air pressure keeps the 
kite inflated to give it an air-foil shape, 
which provides great lift and pull. 
For its size, the Jalbert Parafoil is one of 

the strongest pulling kites on the market. 
The kites are designated by the Jetter J and 
a number (e.g., J-7 .S, J-15). J refers to the 
inventor and the number to the square 
footage. 

By experimenting I've found that the 
J-JS is an ideal size kite for kayaking (the 
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whereby the lines goes through a pulley 
arrangement at the bow of the kayak and 
attaches to the front of the cockpit a~ de 
scribed. You should experiment to see 
which rigging 'works best. 

Unlike a sail, the kite can be raised to any 
height to catch the optimum winds. More 
often than not, winds are stronger aloft 
than at the surface of the water. If the 
winds are gusty or intermittent, you must 
give an occasional pull on the line if the 
wind dies momentarily to keep the kite 
from collapsing. 
The kite will generally fly at about a 60 

degree angle to the horizontal. You can sail 
downwind in this fashion and up to about 
30 degrees either side of downwind. Course 
corrections can be made by adjusting the 
rudder or if the kayak doesn't have one, us 
ing a paddle . 

•• -- 
Besides providing 

locomotion, the para/ oil 
can serve as an attention- 
getting device if help is 

needed. Since it has a high 
visibility factor, the kite can 
be seen at great distances. 

· In a strong wind, the kite will be zoom 
ing.out ahead of the kayak and will be im 
possible to pull in by hand. So, under con 
ditions where the wind might shift and start 
pulling you off course, you should have a 
knife ready to cut the line if necessary. If 
so, the kite will simply go limp and faJI into 
the water from where it can be retrieved, 
shaken out, and put aboard. Otherwise, as 
the crossing is completed, or the wind dies, 
or is blocked (a.~ behind a point of land), 
the kite can be gradually lowered to the 
kayak without falling into the water. 

Besides providing locomotion, the para 
foil can serve as an attention-getting device 
if help is needed. Since it has a high visi 
bility factor, the kite can be seen at great 
distances. Mylar or other reflective materi 
als can be attached near the bridle to flash 
in the sunlight for improved visibility. 

In case of rough seas· and high wind, the 
parafoil can be used as a :sea anchor to 
check drift and keep your kayak headed in 
to waves. 

Interestingly, Arnaud de Rosnay, the 
daring Frenchman who crossed the Bering 
Strait on a sailboard, used a Jalbert para 
foil to help him make a similar crossing be 
tween the Marquesas and Taumotou ls 
lands in September 1980-,-a distance of 
750 miles in 13 days w1t.houi assistance. In 
the evenings, he replaced the regular sail 
with the parafoil to allow fixed-course 
night-time cruising while sleeping. If 
necessary. Arnaud could make course cor 
rections from his sleeping platform. 

NASA has used the kite in various pro 
jects and, in its larger sizes, skydivers use it 
as a steerable parachute with a relatively 
high glide ratio. 

One word about two other kites: the 
Sutton flow Form Soft Kite is a parafoil 
which has holes cut in it to spill air, thereby 
reducing pull. Hence, it isn't suitable for 
kayak sailing. Also, there are twin-lined 
Flexifoil kites available, but these are 

• . harder to fly and not recommended for the 
average person under high wind and rough 
sea conditions. 
Parafoils may readlfy be obtained from 

.or through you·r local kite shop or by 
writing directly to Jalbert at Jalbert 
Aerology Labroatory, lnc., Boca Raton, 
Florida, 33421. 

If you're among the growing community 
of sea kayakers, you should experience the 
delightful change of pace that kite sailing 
allows. As you go surfing down 
wavefronts, pulled by your kite. you can 
look back and chuckle at your friends 
laboriously paddlinit~long. 0 

July-August 1984 
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:S-ook Reviewg- Guide to Sea Kayaking by Derek Hutchinson 

-:i 

' ~ ~ . 
I - ,,/, ~ {(, • •• ,,. •, .I • ' •, ' 

· , ·,,, ·. ;- .A n:~w book from De;r~k Hutchinson will a'Lways.-be' a welcome eyer:it,:i.n M.Y 
canoeist's calendar, so I wns delighted. to receive his· "Guide t6 Sea Kayaking" 

. to review. It is produced in U.S.A. by Pacific Search Press in paper back ,· > format at $12.95; size·215 x 240 mm. The type is clear and easy to. rep..d, the 
_illustrations attrnctive,. particularly those from Nansen's "The First Crossing 
of Greenland", and the line dr-avringa clear and eo,sily·: understood. Derek' S· s:tyle 
combines laconic good humour with clarity of expression, arid is D. pleasure to read. 
One is bound to compare his nsea·Canoeing11 published by.Black in thi~ count:i;-y 
:with this new book, and what disappointed me was the Lack of difference b~t-iJe.en 

. the two. The surfing chapter has been left out of 'Sea Kayaking', and a w:elcome 
.Look at double Kayaks included. In addition n section on Hacardous .Wildlife 
reminds us that if we intend pc.ddling outside U.K. waters there are creatures 
like snakes and grizzly bears which have to be _taken into ·our pl annf.ng equation. 
Plus ca change, plus le meme choses perhaps. Why, you might reasonably ask, 
should there be ·any change? My ma.irr. reservations concern the sect'.fons on De#P 
Water rescues and Self Rescues. All the boats illustrated are of; .~he sea kayak 
type, and as publication date is 1985, we ought to be able to assume that boats 
are fttted, with water, -td.ght: .. bul.khead s., and that padd Ier s shoul.d . be equi.ppeji with 
a good quality c ompas s and paddles. How many of you would empty a Se2. Kayak by1 

the .jr' I me thod? I don't know any," do you? One reason to avoid the''H I ·is to 
avoid risk of damage to paddle loom and compass. The mor-e importan_t .reason is 
that it is an unneeessary rescue •. Derek fails to merrt.i onrtha't in _practice, when 
we raise the bow of an inverted sea kayak, most of the water will 'run st~ci'ight out 
of the cockpit. Why not at thnt stage slip the boat upright and put the paddler 
back in? . Then proceed 'fo';·mop ou tv the rest· of' the water •. (If the ·.hulkhead happens 
to be· imme~.tq.tely behind the cockpit there woni't be any). On the subject of 
mopping qut, I must quote verbatim from the advice to one who has capsized, 
come out of t=he. Kayak, re.:.:entered and rolled, and is unfortunate enough·to 1be 
without bulkheads, hatches or pump. "•••• .bal ance caref'ul.Ly and repl'ace the 
spray cover. Open the waist elastic to gain access to the cockpit aree.., then 

· s tar-t bn\ling, Support yourself by placing the paddle across the. sho-ulder, and 
sculling. This is hard work, but the larger the bailer the less time it t.akes" •. 

. What utter. tripe!! Later in the same section "In rough seas, the spray cover 
must be in ple..ce befo;re e):rlptyirig_st2.rts, otherwise the kayak will fiH-up again 
as f'arrt. as you can g~t the ua ter' out. The spray cover must be 16.rge· enough ' 
around the waist to allow the paddler to bail through it. T.his adaptatio'n ·:io 
the cover is one you may have to .. do yourself. You must be able. to _ge:t t};le :bail 
down between your knees if you. hope to get any water out,. so don It make the · ·· 
ba i Le r too· Large "; Derek hastde s.igned several successful sea kayaks , :;;unong. 

· theni the Baidarka, the Ba.i daz'ka Explorer, Umnak , Ice Fl'oe, and Fjord. Is he 
seriously suggesting that you cari sit in one of those without the·assisto,nce of 
bulkheads and P'l,llllP, in a rough sea, in~ we..terlogged state; sculling with one 
hand while sticking a bailer INSIDE THE HAISTB.AND ··of your spraydeck,· down between 
your legs to scoop up· the'wc.ter etc.? -The last time I paddled an Explorer, and 
had to resort to my Five Pint bottle (not mentioned anywhere tho.t I saw) it was 
as m:uch as I co~ld do to get the.Five Pipt bottle between my legs, let alone a 
bailer,. and never mind, .i.ns i.de the wa.i s tband of the spray deck. Advice to a 
solo paddler ;i.n similar predforunent but equ:ipped HITH bulkheads and pump is·. 
questionable.in itsel{. · Hailing re.:.enetered and rolled •••••• "balance carefully, 
replace the spray cover, and itart pumping. You may hrvve to rest the peddle 
8.CrOSS your shoulders anp. Sf:!,Ull·for SUpport11• Derek assumes rear deck mounted 
Chimp pump, \•ihfoh makes .!~is strategy so .d.i.f'f'Lcu.L t as to· make it Lmpr-ac ta.cabl.e , 
He me1:1tions the ,Lendal foot pUmp·(low volume) but fails to mention the foot. 
mounted Chimp , (higher·..-volurne and: frees both arms for support work). 

At 'Pl.as Menai' last yearr , during the Coach i.ng Conference, we Looked at var-Lous 
options for solo re.Lehti-y,"and·T- got.the impression that.the majority of sea 
kayakists in attendance were unhappy with R & Ras the favoured method of re- 
entry, One good strategy for the solo paddler to empty hii inverted ·sea kayak 



[ 

is to sink the stern by sitting on it, thus emptying most water from the cockpit 
(all where bulkhead is fitted immediately behind cockpit) flipping the boat 
uprig~t, and entering using one of several methods of balance. One of the 
most useful accessories seen at Plas Meno.i was an uninflated Beaufort life 
jacket, which folds completely flat, but which when inflated becomes a life 
jacket to B.S.I. standards. It can be used as a stabilising aid for re-entering 
a sea kayak unassisted, or as additional personal buoyancy in the extreme case 
of a paddler having to spend an extended period in the vtater. 

In short, I think the Rescue chapters do not refleat the stage of the art 
in 1985/6, and should ho..ve been up-dated, if only to include the bow lift and 
stern sink strategies for sea kayaks without bulkheo..ds •. (And how many of us 
would advocate SEA KAYAKS WITHOUT BULIGIEAJ)S ( OR PODS) ? ) 

From Colin J. Lilley, 127 Uc-,veney, Grove Ifill, Heme L Hemps ter.d , Herts . 

Dec r John, 

I would be grC'.teful for the inclusion of the following in your next 
A.S.K.C. Neusletter: 

During this summer I run planning a 2 week Sea Kayaking trip to Norway 
and will be paddling between Stava.nger and Bergen. If anyone is interested in 
accompanying me on this trip would they please write to me at the above address 
or phone me on (0442) 217777 immediately. Presently I am fairly flexible as 
regards dates, although August is ideal. 

Thanks John. 
Yours sincerely, 

Colin J. Lilley 
P.s. Brod Beechl Sorry mate I have mislaid your address and telephone no. 

Can you contact me? 

From Trade Association of Sea Kayaking 
April 26, 1986 

HEST COAST SEA KAY.AKI.NG SYMPOSIUM 

The third annual \fast Coast Sea Kayaking Symposium will be held September 6, 
7, 8, 1986 at Fort \Jorden State Park. Last year's symposium drew capacity 
crowds meeting and exchanging ideas with leaders in the sea kayaking wor-Ld , 
Participants chose from dozens of seminars on all aspects of sea kayaking 
with an opportunity to inspect and try the latest in west coast kayak design. 
New this year is an exchange of used boats and gear. 

Sponsor is the Trade Association of Sea Kayaking. 

For more information, urite to T.A.S.K., P.O. Box 84144, Seattle, Washington 
98124, or call Judy Moyer at (206) 246-9385. 



From Al.an H. ]yde, 5 Has t.erman Pl.ace , Niddleton-~.n-Teesdo.le 9 Co. Durham; 
Telg Teesdo.le 40686 

7.5.1986 

Dec::.r John, 

Pleased to hear that you hnve settled. Someone once calculated that if 
the whole population of the world stood shoulder to shoulder the.Isle of Wight 

·could accept them all. 

About instructional qualifications. Writing as a male chauvenist porcine 
person I may state without equivocation tho.t qunlificntions ure like women, you 
cannot live with them o.nd you cannot live without them. 

Once I reached.the level of Senior Coo.ch, in the BCU. Tho.twas crowned 
with an Awe.rd of l''Ieri t ~ It is now the case that I no longer instruct canoeing 
in a formal way. I still enjoy occasional canoeing. 

If this was a perfect world, and every person within it knew how to behave 
in a socially acceptc.ble way, there would be pure o.nc1rchy, of the best sort. 
Every government is less than perfect, every "expert" open to attack. In this 
imperfect society, anarqhy would mean bloody ruin. 

Matt Brose knows wha t. he is doing. John Dowd al so , So do I, up to a point. 
The problem thnt the novice sea paddler hns9 is, how do I go aflont with a re2.son 
able expectation of returning sq,fely? In this issue on my desk now, of the ASKC 
Newsletter, Dick Richards has sent us a run-down of the canoeing call-outs that 
the Coastguards attended in 1985. Numerous times I have avoided being the subject 
of one of those reports only by the intervention of the gre~test good fortune. 
There, but for the Grc1.ce of God, goes everyone. 

The first draft of o. Eyde book on the subject of canoeing safety, _with 
episodes culled from almost thirty years on the water is on my desk nou. In it 
a re odd events the like to which no prn.ct.~?,ing instructor would dare confess. 
Each one underlines yet another weakness in all our practices. 

If I were a novice paddler, o.nd for some reason had decided that sea kayaking 
wn,s what I wanted to do, nnd uho should dissuade me? - then I would ask the person 
who sold me the equipment 'How do I lec1.rn how to handle it? That person should 
say, go Md see so and so, he/she knows what to do. That usua'l ly errta.i.Ls joining 
a club. 

The chain of events is as follows. The novice instructor teaches several 
people in an informal 1-my, and does it well. Others notice this, and say to the 
novice paddler, go and see so and so, they will help you. Then so and so finds 
that numbers of novice paddlers are coming along at all hours, and so it is 
decided to have a course, where perhaps ten or twelve people will be dealt with 
at once, to save the bother of repeating the s~.~. in~1~c_j;J_o~s _j;}'r_e).y~. separc.te times. 

Courses imply responsibilities. The litigious American will say, fine, I 
like your course? but if anything goes ,wrong, whom do I sue? 

The careful instructor says, you have Q. point there9 c.nd ~sks for insure.nee 
cover. The careful insurance c..gent, wishing to limit the liQ.bility of the 
insurance company imposes conditions. The first is, 'Who snys you·are a reliQ.ble 
instructor?' 

If there is no organised body which es tab.Li shes standards,_ then the insurance 
agent arid the instructor strike. a. bar.gc.in as far as they can , O:r; not. ·The. first 
aim of the insurance company is to make profits, the bigger the better. 'it is 
not to assure you of support. 

Eventually a chain of demand leads to a chn.in of command, and we have the 
cadre of qualified instructors. The tail starts to wag the dog. What started as 
a response to public demc.nd, there were more thn.n twenty deaths o. year in 1950s, 
becomes a business in itself. At my ovm reckoning, the BCU n.nd its instructors 
reduced the death rate from canoeing accidents in the fifties to less than 1% of 
that today. Two lines to express a bookful of reckoning. 

As soon ns 'A' asks 'B' how to do this or thc.t n.nd 'B' says to 'A', to and 
see 'C', he knows, then you have all the necessary foundations for an instructional 
and qualifications system. "Ma't t Brose, meet King Knut ;!' Alan \1. Byde 



From: Alan H. Byde, 5, Masterman Place, Niddleton-in-rreesdale, Co. Durham. 
. Tel~ -Te.esdale 40686.- 

16.4.1986 
Dear John, 

I am possessed by an idea. It is an old idea. Genesis 5 and 6 tells 
.the story of the Ark. It is ·my habit to lie abed thinking for fifteen minutes 
before·r1s1ng. ·It helps to sort out the day. In one of those sessions recently, 
whd.Ls t ruminating on the Irish curaeh and the dug out canoes and frame and skin 
boats, I wondered i'There I could find information on the earliest of boats. 
Came the answe r , ''The Ark, of course'. So I read it up. Other notions 
associated w'ith it came drifting in. 

The :i:-ate of drift of a canoe on the open sea is abQut 2 mph. The width 
of the Atlantic"'{s'··about '2 ;oo·o iii1e-i:r; 'and. at that rate-i"t'-trotr:t-a: ·take forty 
days and nights, a ve~y Biblical time, to traverse the Atlantic, given good 

. weather. Those that survived told "the tale, those that did not, have left no 
record. The w:inners wr i te th~ histories, 

Anyone-adrift anywhere on the coasts of the North Atlantic would eventually 
arrive in Europe, as the set of winds is predominantly that way. Hhere would 
they come ashore? The westernmost parts of the coast· of Europe are at the 
Blasket islands off the Dingle, and Ponto Razo, near Lisbon. Both are very 
close to the ten degree west Longitude. 

Consider a tribe of hunter-gatherers on the coast of what we now call 
North America. They would move fairly often, not being tjed to a piece of land. 
Coastal dwellers would use dug-outs and frame and skin boats, the umiak is one 
such. They could carry 3J men and women and their children and their .animals. 
That strikes a parallel with the story of the Ark. · 

Th'e· scribes that first wro+e down the folk tale of the Ark, crystallised 
in words whaf had come to them as an oral myth or legend. It was subject to 
distortions in the 5,000 years of its telling. 

Accepting the story of the Ark is in truth of a series of voyages across 
wide waters with animals as well as humans aboard, the dimensions of the Ark are 
vast. 450 feet long, 75 feet wide, and 45 feet deep. It was a load carrier, so 
assuming a prismatic co-efficient of 0.85, and a draft of 35 feet, it would dis 
place 28,000 tons. Even the tea and wool clippers of a century ago rarely 
carried more than 4,000 tons. Noah was ahead of his ,time. 

Assuming that human nature (being what it is) exaggerated the dimensions 
of the Ark(s) by a factor of ten, then we have a set of parameters, 45 ft long. 
7½ feet beam and 4½ feet deep. That is the outline of a umiak, rather long 
perhaps, or of a wide dug-out. Assuming a pc of 0.65, more suitable for a canoe, 
and a waterline of 12 inches, then it would displace around 6 tons. The Brigg 
dug-out displaced 5~- tons. It would indeed carry thirty men and women and their 
children and animals. 

The Chief Archaeologist of the National Maritime Museum at Greenwich says 
that the notice is new to him, to link the Ark with the discovery of Europe by 
the 'Americans' arocmd 7,000 years ago. The Bishop of Durham says much the 
same. I tried to obtain some theological guidance on the question but have 
far failed. · 

If one can accept this.notion, and develop it, various profound thoughts 
received a new meaning. The Styx, or the Lethe. The boatman, Charon. The idea 
of going to a neu place over waters. The Viking legends of Valhalla, a golden 
land to the west:; Hy Brasil, the Celtic heaven, to the west. The idea of meeting 
loved ones again in 'Heaven' (various canoes·drifted away at different times 
and were indeed re-united at last on the shores of Europe). 

This has been bothering me now since the ASI<:C n~wsletter that told of land 
ings in E1;1Iope arocmd the time of the Romans, and since. 

What thoughts from fellow readers? I know that some high power academics 
read the newr.; ·:tter. How interesting to think that the history of the canoe starts 
from the Ark? It re-arranges the ideas of the settlement of Europe ·from the heart 
of Africa by way of the east end of the Mediterranean. Perhaps the eastward e§Oing 
tribes went so far east they appeared from the west, at last? s· 1 Al ineere y, a.n 



Fromg Paul Airey, Nelson Outdoor :Cducation Centre, Plas Neuydd, Llanfairpwll, 
Anglesey, Gwynedd, 1161 6DX. Telephone Llanfairpwll 714565. STD 0248 

21.3.86. 

])ear John, 

I attended a meeting of RYA Club members/Strai~s sailors at Plas r.ienai this 
week and· jotted down a feH thoughts after 1/fike Gash ( the NCC Officer) spoke. 
Please find attached said thoughts on Marine Nature Reserves, plus location map 

· plus 1986/7 membership. 
Cheers, 

Paul. 

MARINE NATURE RESERVES PRESERVATION OR COITSERVATION ? 

Sea canoeing has in recent years enjoyed a large increase in p~rticipation 
due, no doubt, to inland paddlers' increasing frustration·uith the lack of access 
to our white water rivers. It IB?,Y well disturb some of the sea paddling fraternity 

. to learn that if present proposals are realised then popu]~r sea canoeing areas are 
likely to be subject to increased byelaws and restrictions for all sea based 
sporting activities. 

The 198.1 Wildlife and Conservation Act provides the framework for the design 
nation of MNRs (Marine Nature Reserves) and to date there are seven Mllllts around the 
coast, namely Scilly Isles, Lundy, Skomer, Bardsey, Menai Straits, Loch Sween anQt. 
Abbs. The Department of the Environment have set an eleven stage procedure call 
'the formal non-statutory consultation stages' before an MNR can be designated: 
stage 10 being 1a resolution of problems' and stage 11 being presentation to the 
Secretary of State. The proposed reserves are at different stages of development, 
for instance, Bardsey is at Stage 2, being the 'broad identification of the nature 
and duration of restrictions required to achieve the objectives'. In contrast, 
Skomer and the Menai Straits are at stages 6, 7, and 8, uhich involve the thorough 
investigation of existing byelaws, possible shipping restrictions involving IMO 
(intergovernmental Maritime Organisation) and the preparation of a full case. 

Hhy is it deemed nec e s sc'ry to de sagna+e ar ecs as Nl'.ffis? It may be pertinent 
to c.nswer this from _the NCCs point of view using the Ment'..i Strc..its ,:,,s .:-,n exciJllple. 

The ,:,,re<".. is significc.nt in its var-Led geology and the ·unique hab i to.ts it 
provides for f'Lorr, and f'auna fc.,cili to..ted by en unusual ly strong tidc..l flow in c. 
constricted ch:mnel. A brief exo..min.:-,tion of points of interest mo.y be followed 
on the mo.p (o.tto.ched) sto.rting t'..t the NE end of the .::.reo.. 

Red \-lhc..rf B,:,,y (or Tr2.eth Coch) provides o.. nursery ground for flc..t fish, 
Puffin Isl ,nd end Penmen o.. rich limestone hab i to,t unde rwc te:r , Tr.::.eth Lavan is u 
by na't Lona l Ly sign:tfic.:-,nt numbers of \lt'..ders, for examp'Le 1% of the British popul-.. 
tion of r-edshank , oyster ca tche r , dunlin and curlew overwinter on the fine sediments 
exposed here. The section from Menc,i Bridge is considered uniq_ue beco,use of the 
strength of current end the shr.Ll.owneae of the w;-,, ter. Since the 1950s c., close 
morn taring of the Swellies has shown c.. dec rec.se in the vc.riety of the species. 
Be.L t digging without bc..ckfilling is thought to be damag i.ng the popul.at i ons of o.. 
gic..nt ro..gworm; peeler or soft shell cr.::.b collection for bo.it involves turning stones 
some of which form fish tro..ps or 1gornd.::.u' of o.rchc..eologico..l significo..nce d.'.'..ting 
bc.ck perho..ps to the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. The lec..st disturbed by 
fishermen and most noticeo..ble exo.mples of these go rr.dr.u to czinoe.i.s t.s will be on 
either side of the isln.nd with the white house, Ynys Gorc.d Goch, ne.::.r the Brito.nnic".'.. 
Bridge. The Foryd Estu.::.ry south of Co.erno.rfon is silting due to Townsend's Cord 
gr.'.'..ss or Spo.rtino.., o..n C'.Ccidento.l hybrid origino..lly colonising Poole Ho..rbour. Most 

. of Abermeno..i' and Ynys Ll.anddwyn is o..lre:i..dy o.. terrestric,l Na t i.ono.L No..ture Reserve 
o..nd supports from time to time breeding poµulntions· of terns, sh.'.'..gs .'.'..nd seo..ls. 

The mo..jor concern seems to be the decline in wo..ter q_unlity mo..inly for the 
following re.'.'..sons~- 

(i) It is o..lre.'.'..dy o..cknowledged tho..t the Irish Sec. is the most r0-dio-o.ctive sen 
in the world. 

(ii) Merseyside uo.ste is dumped in MorecC!lilbe Bey resulting, for examp'Ie , in high 
turbidity o..nd o.. recent increo..se in mercury levels. 



(iii) Local wc.ter c.uthorities not only discho.rge sewo.ge into the Straits but 
improve wo.ter courses tho..t drc..in off locc..l uplc.nd c..reo.s,'iriproved' by the use of 
chemicc..l feEtilisers, c. high proportion of which runs off into the dra.ino..ge system. ._ 

(iv) Certo.in o:nti-fouling on boc.t s end yr.ch t s con tn.i.ns TBT s'.'-nd can o.ffect 
mc..rine life (o..lthough this problem is envisc..ged solved ::.t nr,tionc..l level with 

~legislo.tion to cover po.int mc..nufc..cture). 

Combine these Hith the ponding effect of the Henc,i Str,'.',its in tho,t one tide 
will not 'flush' the Stro,its, ~nd the problems of pollution co,n be npprecio..ted. 

However, c, number of questions o,re now pertinent. Nc..mely, will the Ml'i!R if 
designc,ted have the slightest fighting power o..gc..inst the mo,jor considered pollu 
to.nts of the c..rec.? Hill it h,'.',Ve teeth to bite British Nuclec.r Fuels, the Welsh 
ifo,ter Authority ( or its pr ivc te successor), Merseyside Metropoli tc.n Au'ttlhority 
(or its successor), the EEC c..nd Helsh Fnrming Policies? R,'.',ther unlikely, I feel, 
but it would have sufficient clout vic1 the invoking of existing dormant. byelo..ws 
or the c rec t.i.on of new bye Laws to c..ffect directly the sma l L bor.t user, yacht sman , 
cc..noeist c..nd fishermon. An exc..minc..tion of the Consultc..tive nocument (Third nroi't) 
of the Proposed YJ.NR together Hith c..n educ[',ted guess or two co,n point to [l.reo.s 
likely to gain protective byelcws which mo,y o,ffect the cc.noeist. 

"It will be necessnry to set c..side specific 
pc..rts of the foreshore o,s S[l.nctuo..ry zones so 
as to provide undisturbed hc.bitc.ts for ro..g 
worm o..nd other vertebro..tes.11 

Given thc.t the Swellies represents one of these nreo.,s o..nd lo.nding or-embo.rking 
involves disturbonce of the foreshore, dro..w your 01.m conclusion. · 

Some concern ho..s c..lre~dy been expressed by co..noeists' disturbance of sec.ls 
on Puffin Island crid of shags o..t Ll anddwyn , 

"Tiisturbo,nce to nesting cormor.:,,nts c..nd sho..gs 
sometimes occurs when co.noes c..nd other smc..11 
boats o..pproo..ch too close to the islets off 
Vnys L'Landdwyn vrhe r-e these birds breed. To 
minimise d i a+urbance to nesting sec,birds off 
Ynys Ll.anddwyn c.. voluntc..ry ban prohibiting canoes 
from c,pproc..ching closer tho.n 50 metres during 
the nesting season (Jo.nuo,ry to Ho.y) is required. 
The co-operc.tion of the BCU nnd of other sm[l.11 
boc..t users is being sought. If this fo..ils, it 
mo.y be necessc..ry to obt.'."-in o, byelaw to [l.Chieve 
the so,me end." 

The NCC seem determined to see the des i gnrvt i on of MNR.s in n relc..tively 
short time despite the estc..blished existence of o..t lec..st six SSSis in the Straits, 
for example. This mew mean thc,t if their present ntternpts /',re frustrc..ted the 
Secretc..ry of Stc,te may snnc t i.on less problemc..tic ( or democro.tic) s tages for MNR 
designc..tion. 

As cc..noeists we must be seen as o.. body to be environmentc..lly c..wnre and 
sympr,,thetic to the concerns of the NCC - this we may demonstrnte by co-oper.'.'..ting 
o..t Ynys Llnddv,yn, for exQ!Ilple. However, of p2-rnmount importo,nce is the need for 
us to be well represented o..t eci,ch ci,nd every one of the consultntion stnges of 
c..11 proposed reserves. Ue cnnnot le2.ve our interests to be represented by other 
bodies such as the RYA, given tlw,t our needs in par-t.Lcul.cr' ar eas may not alw.'.'-ys 
be reC!-lised by others. Let us bewar-e in case c, r-eaasurance , such as thnt provided 
o.t lo.st October's Co[',ching Conference o..t Plo.s Meno.i by NCC's Mike Go,sh, tho.t 
the :MNR will have little effect on our sport, lulls us into c, f'a.Lae sense of 
security. 

Once the MNRs ar-e de s.i.gnn t ed it will be too La te for comp'Laf.rrt , consul fo,tion 
o,nd change - get involved now if you live in o.ny of the proposed o,rea.s. 
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From: SEA TIGER, Quarry House, Colwinston, Cowbr i dge , S.Glamorgan, CF7 TNL 
Tel~ Bridgend (0656) 56580 

4th I.fo.rch 1 986 
. Dear John, 

I wrote this a few days ago. Then I read your lntest Newsletter for which 
. many thanks again. I renlised that half of the correspondence in it .was devoted 
to the problems of rudders and then there was the article on the Sen Trek paddle 
support. It struck me that the enclosed was particularly pertinent to these 
particulnr subjects and also that I seem to remember some of the references made 
were published in pas t issues of the Newsletter. You would be welcome to publish 
it if you wish - it might prove interesting and give some food for thought • 

\-/ith very best wishes for your move. 
the Island, 

Cheers end happy paddling around 

Nick • 

••••••• OF R®DERS, SKEGS, SAFETY COCKPITS . .A'ND THINGS •••• 
I 

Interesting, isn't it. 

Some five years ago, or even less, the purists in the sea canoeing world, 
backed by the manufacturers, decried any consideration of the use of rudders 
on sea kayaks. Some folks designed and fitted their ovm and the clamour increased 
to the extent t_ha t the manufacturers decided it was o. good idea and developed 
them for production. The sen cnnoeing press has been full of discussing them, 
their problems and complications. However, no self respecting small craft 
designer would use n rudder as the main element of directional control, partic 

_ularly when either wind or manpower is the means of propulsion. This 'goes for 
dinghys, 12 metre yachs and, yes, kayaks. All a rudder does in any small cTaft 
is correct the deficiencies of the design of the craft by forcing it in a 
direction in which ·it does not wish to travel naturally by using the energy of 
the power source. It acts as a brake, introduces unwanted sideways drift and, 
in a kayak, it presents problems Hith control mechanisms and lines, is expensive, 
relatively difficult to fit and requires maintenance. 

It was some ten years ago that I first used and started talking about 
adjustable skegs to simply overcome these directional problems. Nobody shared 
my conviction that it could be achieved. Today skegs o.re on many boats -but, 
oh, whut a shambles they are. The idea of a skeg, like a dinghy cent~eboard, 
is to u.ramatico.lly chanse the profile of the craft as presented to the elements 
in such a wc..y ns to make the draft perform in exactly the manner required in 
the prevailing conditions. I am not talking about the skeg up give manoeuvr 
ability and dovm gives directional stability - anyone can do that and the bas i c 
degree of manoeuvrability depends on the hull shape (i.e. manoeuvrability is 
itself a relative term). What I am meaning is the complete simple setting of 
the required direction in wha+eve r conditions by use of the skeg alone. To 
achieve this required a long po.instakins development process to integro.te the 
hull shape7 the skeg shape, its size and position. All this control is obtained 
by the use of the elements alone nnd none of the paddlers effort. There is no 
bro.king effect, o, reduction in sideways drift and with simplicity in design 
it should be operable by a single cord, easily removed, inexpensive o.nd 
maintenance free. It has been cracked and is in production, but, there is 
only one kayak that is technically capable of providing this directional control 
facility since the basic design parameters of all others prevent it. The rudder 
in kayaks is already obsolete for many paddlers. 

It was also ten years ago that I wo.s to..lking about Safety Cockpits, or cockpit 
liners and pods. Alan Byde and myself have been told, both privately and publicly 
that the Safety Cockpit cannot be commercially produced, does not do what it 
sets out to do, would be too heo,vy, too costly and generally we were two old 
buffers going along the wrong track. In the meantime 7 the canoe i ng press has 
been full of techniques for overcoming rescue problems. The use of ropes, 



levers, tlumps, paddles, life jackets, special paddle supports and their 
appropriate methods of storeage/fixing and use. All this is O.K. in theory, but, 
when the chips are down, conditions are difficult (not like practise conditions), 
time is short and speed is essential you can forget the lot. They are either 
too time consuming, difficult to get at or incapable of guaranteed satisfactory 
fast use. Until one has been in critical. situations both uith and without the 
advanced facilities of a Safety Cockpit it is not possible to appreciate how 
backward conventa ona.l methods and the gimmics are. No\:1 it has been proved, as 
it had to be, that all these. criticisms are without foundation and were probably 
made as a defence· of the status quo - ,. ::-ort of do not rock the kayak syndrome. 

To ge-t top pe rf'o rmance is not easy. It takes time, attention to de ta.i L, 
· listening and acting on both criticism and suggestion. Anyone can mc.1.ke an 
aesthetically beautiful kayak and then as ideas and requirements develop dream 
up gimmics to overcome the problems. Clutter both fitted and carried, with 
all the inconvenience and weight problems is the result as the kayak grows like 
Topsy finishing up with more accessories than boat. Kayak manufacturers in the 
U.K., one in particular, have done an enormous amount .of. fantastic work for canoe 
ing. on a i1o;id:.:.wide bas i.s -to· an e'xtent th2:t" their -n~es and indelably written 
in canoeing history, and vri th every justification. But irres-pective of how many 
of a particular boat have been produced, and over_ how long a period and what it 
has achieved in the words of the old Work Study exponents 'there is always a 
better way'. Yes, even the opinions of the most esteemed authorities can be 
wrong, sometimes very wrong. They can be wrong by accident, lack of understanding 
or by design, dependant on the·underlying motives. 

As many will alre2.dy 2.ppreciate the kayak being talked about is the Sea 
Tiger. Its combined speed, performance, safety, rough water handling, unique 
features, stability, simplicity of design, internal capacity and accessibility, 
comfort, light weight, easy h.:indling etc. and the value for money of this package 
are unparalleled. The only thing missing is the aesthetic look of the traditional 
raised bow and stern. Unfortunately, to include these would ruin the performance. 
I .have no intention of discussing why this is here since it is fully discussed 
in the literature on the boat. However, the proof of ,-,hat is being said comes 
in many forms of which here are but three. Firstly, those \Tho have taken the 
plunge on such a radical new design agree with all that is said nbout it and 
the recommendation s.:i.les demonstrate it; secondly, traditional thinking on 
rudders, safety and rescue are ridiculed and rendered obsolete by the Sea Tiger's 
inbuilt facilities and, thirdly, it is surprising how the anti comment has died 
away on both the cockpit and the skeg in the configuration of the Sea Tiger 
since the boat was introduced on to the market. The expressed opinions of the 
pundits over the past ten years are being proveq wrong all along the line. 

Interesting, isn't it. 



From Peter Lamont, Luing by Oban, Argyll 

Dear John, 

Please find enclosed for your information, an article on directional 
control of sea canoes and the rudder versus skeg argument. 

My motive for seeking publication is that I am now convinced that the 
traditional concept that the ideal sea canoe should be a relatively long and 

\......elegant--boa-t-· i-s-a-mis:ieading myth which should be exposed as such. 
Last year I was out with large groups in windy weather and it was 

apparent that many folk either found the conditions difficult or had to give 
up al together.· .. The reason was that they found directional control of their 
long 'sea' boats tiring or impossible. Given shorter canoes skeg controlled, 
these same folk would find paddling easier in the same conditions - the range 
of-weather conditions which they could comfortably handle would be increased and 
thus their enjoyment of the sport enriched. 

Essentially the difference between variable skeg canoes and''those without 
(ruddered or not) is, I believea.major one involving a difference in concept. 
This difference is between FIX.ED PROFILE designs eg. eskimo kayaks and.most 
current c;nventional sea canoes and the VARIABLE PROFILE capability cortferred 
by one or more adjustable skegs. · 

In pr-ac t i.ce a different paddling approach is required for each type. 
For fixed profile designs the paddler makes the canoe go in the direction he 
requires by paddling effortor rudder. With a variable profile canoe the. paddler 
adjusts his canoe so that the canoe seeks to assume the bearing chosen ie. the 
canoe 1s adjusted to be in directional equilibrium at that bearing for those ·· ·: · 
conditions. At first with such a craft (I have had one for two years) it 
requires a conscious. effort when paddling to disregard years of conditioning in 
nornial''craft where a' bearing is maintained by differences in paddle pressure 

, stroking -on -one side or the other. These corrective steering strokes are mostly 
unnecessary with a variable profile craft as it will always seek to return to 
the bearing to which it has been adjusted. 

Using canoes like this, many folk, especially the less strong and/or 
less skilled could have a Imlch more enjoyable time sea canoeing and not have to 
be restricted to flat calm conditions for trouble-free paddling. For this 
reason I would like to see the idea more widely understood - after all, some 

. evidence indicates it is .a t; least a few thousand years o Ld] 

Kind regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

Peter Lamont 

~*'.* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * & 
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Variable profile hull - 3ker0or variable geometry-~ rudder? 

INTRODUCTION 

This item is about directional control and stability. It is assumed 

that the design objective is to extend the paddlers control of his canoe into 

deteriorating weather conditions. This also implies extension of control for 

the less strong/lees skilled paddlers in more moderate conditions. 

'Directional Be.la.nee' as used here is taken to mean that the canoe 
will point, and remain pointing, into or a.way from the wind and water at whRtever 

is the paddler's desired angle of travel. In other words the canoe will remain 

orientated at angle x0 to wind and water where x0 is the paddler's selected 

angle to the weather,produclng the desired course. 

Every voyage is in some direction therefore directional control 

is essential. A longer hull broached by wind and wave is locked into the conditions 

Pig 1) until the paddler can find by chance a respite. The shorter craft can be turned 

and moved about beyond that time. A well-prepared paddler will retain controJ 

beyond the point where a less well-prepared paddler has lost it. The follo~ing 

argument is intended to illustrate the options to help the paddler to select 

or design a strategy for survival based on directional control. The argument is 

presented in the form of statements and phrases to achieve brevity and clarity. 

BASIC PROBLEM 

Usually there is a wind on open water 

Ea.ch canoe will assume onean~le to a wind/wave combination 
(angle specific to wind and wnve strength) 

The assumed angle seldom coincides with the desired paddling direction 

Sweep/steering strokes necessary to maintain course· 

1,lO'st designs require upwind side swePp strokes 

Lnee s sarrt sweep/steering strokes= pain t nduc i na fatigue:= reduced safety 
margin 

CONCLUSION Directiona.1 ly unba l an ced craft = reduced safety margin 

PADDLING OYTIONS IN DETERIORATING WEATHEK - most traditional sea kayaks jFig. 
1 

WIND __. slight ft •• strong - extreme 

~ I I ~' I ,~ 

] ,. ,, 

all angles of travel 
possible with little 

·difficulty 

CHOICES 
l. directly into wind/waTe 
2. directly away from wind/wa•e 
3. parallel. beam on 

CHOICES 
1. par~llel, beam on 

'ea.si est· 
2. directly away from 

wind;~ave difficult 
BUT interm('diate angles to ma.inta.in becaus~ 
require strength t~ maintain of broaching risk 

N.OTE; wind strength not. specified - one person's strong w i nr' "'<l.V be = 
another's ::;li.;ld, w i nd 



COM~lON 81JLT. CHAUACI'lm!STICS : DlliEC'fIONAL BALANGE (Fig. 2) 

Sweden form (majority), wider aft of cent,e 

· -symnetrical aame fore and aft 

F'iah form (minority), wider fore 
Sweden form tend to lie head to wind 

- 
Sy11111etrical same to a lesser degree 

{Because paddler's body introduces asymmetry and acts as a wind vane aftj 
Fish form lies bows downwind 

No bull can be directionally balanced under all ccnd i t,ions 

CONCLUSION A variable control df!vice is required 

CCMMON HULL rHARLCTERISTICS 

SWEDEN FORM 
i 

SY~TRICAL 

WIND 
downwind. 

Fig. 2 

FISH FORM 
~ 

bows drift 

so11r; SOLUTIONS (F'lg. 3) 

Sweden form requires blade in water aft or 

Sweden form requires sail in the air forward 

High raking e sk Imo bo,r can be effective 'sail' forwards 

Water blade aft slows drift sideways. Good. 

.Air sail forward s1rned,s drift sideways. Bad. 
Air s e i 1 cR.'tf'hes water in rough e ond i t,i ons . flA.d. · 
High raking eskimo bow unsa~1srac~ory solution to problem 

CONCLUSION Water blade aft (sweden form) or fore (fish form) 

SOME SOLUTIONS TQ DIRECTIONAL BA.LANCE - Changed Boat !'rofile 

SWEDEN FORM FISH FORM 

WIHD bow4 

normal 

sideways} 
drift 
rate 

0 

skeg :~ sail 

~ 
slowed drift faster drift 

normal 

> - 
skeg fore 

1 
slowed drift 



8.EA CANO.I.!: lJL.:,liiN J~t.,\JU1 "bMbNl.) 

Sea paddlers require t,ro boats in one - straight running+ ea!!y turning 

Impossible. Compromise essential. 

·Ro-ckered hull can be me.de to go straight {with rudder or skeg) 

Hull without rocker cannot ever be m•de to tur~ easiJy. 

Turning ability (high rocker) reduces spaed through the water 

CONCLUSION Moderate rocker is prime desiRn requirement 

Hold straight course on open water, yet turn easily 

Shorter craft turn more easily than longer 

Length waterline (lwl) is linked to speed, longer= faster 

Length overall \ Loa ) is linked to rate of turn, shorter= quicker turn 

Optimum performance when loa = lwl ie., vertical bow and. stern pro,file 

CONCLUSION Experience dictates Loa = lwl = 4. 57 m, 15 feet 

RUDDER/ SKEG CHOICE 

Blade acts as· rudder when angled to moving water (optimum 30°) 

Without flow or angle rudder aetion mostly ceases (Fig. 5a) 

Skeg functions due to sideways drift not forward paddling (Fig. 4) 

Without sideYays drift {windless conditions) skeg deployed promotes 

straight running 

A fixed blade.down, slows rate of turn in restricted space 

Lifting blade essential 

Angled rudder blade• drag(Fig 5b). Skeg always in line, minimum drag. 

Underhull rudder vulnerable. Skeg kno~ks up into skeg box. 

Alt.ernative arrangement side hung rudder or skeg- knock up both ways 

CONCLUSIONS Underhull knock-up skeg better.and simpler solution 

SKID FUNCTION l"'HEN STATIONARY (drifting} 
' 15 kayak slight sweden form 

Fig. 4 

WIND 

/~\\A 
~ j-':J .. ~~ 

SKIIG ~ NONE -. . ::.-:··· .I. ~ 
~ ---- 
~ 

sideways ..., _,...,. ••• drift 

~......-- Stern 

EXPOSED 
ALL 

Stern 
s e c t Lcns 
showing 
relative 
amount etf 
skeg 
e,tpOfled 
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RUDDER FUNCTION - Canoe Moving Forward & Stntiona.rl 
stationary 
~ 

' "- .......,. 
WIND 

steering force 
created by movement 
of rudder forwards 
through water 

water 

faster sideways normal 

- 

drift I 
rate 

stationary-*' I Fig. I 
( d ri ft i ng ) - - 5 b 

I 
I 

WIND 

water· 
flow 

water 
flow 

sideways normal 
drift 
rate 

kayak settles 
at angle dictated 
by wind/water 
combination 

when stationary 
rudder bas no 
steering effect 

gentle 
..Ji!' <l <l incident 

water 
flow 

reflected water 
flow due to, 
eideways drift 

Stern of kayak with styilised rudder showing vector analysis of forces 
acting on rudder blade· 

SKEG DF.SIGN REQUIREMENTS 

Blade position. Sweden form aft, fish form forwards (Fig 3) 

Closer to centre, larger blade. Just behind cockpit less effective· 

(Because greater oscillation, yawing, ~bout e e Lec t e d angle of travel ( Pig 7) 

Closer to stern, smaller blade but longer to reach water 

Stern-hung fails to prevent broaching in following sea 

Better position just aft of halfway between centre and stern (Pig. 6) 

CONCLUSION Experience dictates, blade l m from stern, area 10 - 15 sqo ins. 



WIND l 

EFFECT OF SKEG AND RUDDER IN A FOLLOWIOO-~ 

Wavee--.J 

Rudder o·r 
stern-bung 

akeg 

.,• :-!1'. 

Stern-hung skeg/rudder at. 
CREST of follc:'1fing wave 
~ broaching 

fo·rcee ~ 

Skeg 

[~~ 
Skeg· between stern and centre 
in PACE o,f :follo~tng wa'9'e 
:resists: bToaching fo-rce on stern ~ 

EFPECT OF SKID POSITION ON OSCILLATION (JAWING) ABOUT 
ANGLE OF TRAVEL WHEN PADDLING 
NO CorrectiTe stee:ring strokes =-= Quartering following su 

WIND 

1 metre 
,... ~ 

~ 
Skeg optimum 
position 

Small angle 
of osei llatit>n 

., 

Large angle c,,f 
oscillation 

~- large skeg 
near centre 

OR 
small skeg -=-~ -- stern-hung 

J 

If hull nearly balanced O 90° to wind and water it needs less correction 

to orient to limits o0(into wind} and 180° (downwind 
Less correction= smaller blade= less drag. Good. 

Sweden form requires most correction (aft) 

Symmetrical, small correction aft 

Fish· form small correction fore 

CONCLUSION In theory fastest combination n fish form hull, blade just in front of 
feet 



F 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

• 

• 

Long contro~ runs for blade vulnerable. Bad. Short runs good. 

Foot control, blade aft - long control run. Bad. 

Foot control, blade fore - short run. Good. 

Flexible lines can only pull. Must be paired in opposition for total 

positive control. 

Bowden cable works push-pull. Neat, must qe corrosion proof 

subject to wear, can stiffen/loosen. 

Rod works push-pull. Short run good, long run bad. 

- requires joints, waterproofing may be a problem. 

Hydraulic. Over-engineered. Catastrophic failure in wilderness. 

Single flexible line balanced by spring xeturn - fail dangerous. 

Single flexible line gravity drop return - simplest solution, east to 

repair in wilderness. 

GENERAL co·NcLUSION 

For years the eskimo kayak has been accepted as the essential sea 

going small boat. It is that shape because ·it satisfied the needs of seal 

hunters up to sixty years ago. These are not the same as present day 

recreational needs.· Modern materials also free sea canoe design from the 

considerable restrictions imposed by seal skins, wood and bone. 

It is the author's opinion that directional control of a short hull 

by variable skeg offers extension of the canoeist's control into a greater 

range of weather conditions for paddlers at all levels of ability. In short, 

skeg control (as described here) is a safer option than rudder control. 

Peter Lamont, 
Isle of Luing, 
Argyll, Scotland. 
17.2.86. 
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From Nick Padwick, Quarry House, Cowbridge, S. Glamorgan. 

Dear Johrs, 
Again, many thanks for the newsletter which either seem to come more regularly 

or time is passing faster. In ne •• sletter No 4-5.Paul Coward asks the question, 
'How can one a Ll ow for crosswinds in a kayak?' This has always been a subject 
which has fascinated me and I have recently written some notes in which you, and 
perhaps some others, may be interested. I enciose them herewith. 

KAYAKS IN CROSSVvHIDS. 

A question with which one is often faced is the old chestnut of what is the best 
v1ay to account for sideways drift when navigating in a kayak in cross or quartering 
winds. It is one of those questions to which there is no single answer since it 
depends on many factors which are inter-related and can vary with the particular 
conditions being met at the time. Perhaps these few comments and thoughts may 
be useful when attempting to answer the problem 

The three major factors which, in my opinion, contribute to an individual answer 
are: 
1. The design of the kayak itself 
2. The strength and direction of the particular wind in relation to the kayak 

under consideration. The same combination of windstrength and sea conditions 
can have very different effect~ on different kayaks. 

3. The ability of the paddler to assess the conditions in relation to his parti- 
cular kayak's characteristics. 

I believe the first thing to appreciate is that there are two types of sea which 
I seperate out as a 'distant' and a 'local' sea. I define a 'distant' sea as one 
which was created by winds distant from the area being considered. It comes through 
as a swell and on its own account presents little problem to-a kayak ;" ]·-1T6cal' 
sea, on the other hand, is different altogether in that it is a sea state being 
created in the area of interest. The immediate surface of the sea is caused to 
move in the direction of the wind which is also creating waves. The strength of 
this surface wa te r movement can be considerable and much greater than is generally 
appreciated. A kayak being an 'immediate surface' craft, catches all this move 
ment and is not only made to drift by the wind but also by the much larger water 
momentum. If the stream is running with the local sea although the water will 
seem flatter this momentum will be enormous; if in opposition, the wind nith the 
local sea will usually outweigh the effect cf the tidestream. If the local sea 
is not running in the same direction as the distant sea then life can get nasty, 
particularly with a large swell and a good local blow~ Combine the tidestream, 
the distant and ·1oca1··sEra. together with the wind strength, then superimpose the 
fact that all these can have different effects on different kayaks and one begins 
to realise the complexity of the problem. In reality, there is nothing like 
experience to correctly assess the situation. 

The design of the kayak plays a very significant part in the equation. In side 
winds and local seas the side area of the kayak presented to the wind and water 
should be kept to a minimum. Equally important, if there is any large area it 
should be situated as near to the paddler as possible. This makes it less likely 
to be turned by the wind and sea and enables any correction in direction easier to 
achieve since the turning moment required from the paddler-is less. 

But, how often is one in the fortunate position of wishing to paddle in a dire ct ion 
at right angles to the prevailing wind? More often than not the wind and local 
sea are running from a quartering direction or behind. Immediately one gets into 
the argument of how easily does the kayak broach and how easily can the broached 
boat be returned and held on the required course? The more conventionally designed 
sea kayaks tend to be the wrong shape for these frequently met conditions. The 
bow and stern are high, large in area and have virtually no bouyancy for at least 
a foot from ei thE.r end. In a following or quartering sea the bow tends to dig 
into the bottom of a trough, where it is protected from the local wind and water 
disturbance, whilst the stern sticks up catching all the wind and water has to 
throw at it. The b ow acts as a pivot point and the boat broaches about it. 
Generally speaking, the kayak 1-1ill tend to broach more easily: 

a) if the bow area is large rendering the pivoting action more 
effective 

t 
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b) if the stern area is large less force per,unit area is required 
by the wind and water to turn the boat. about the pivot, and: 

c) if the boat is long thereby giving the elements a longer lever 
on which to operate to greater detrimental effect. 

Once sideways onto the vmve s the long keel makes it very difficu1 t for the paddler 
to return the boat to the required course. l:hilst on the wrong course the correct 
ing effort can become very tiring on the one arm and progress is slow and in the 
wrong direction~ A high bow and stern looks aesthetically great, a long keel 
increases speed (up to a point) and directional stability in some conditions but 
they play war in other more uncompromising situations. 

So, along comes the rudder, which, after years of being decreed unnecessary by 
the purists and die-hards, is now being acclaimed as the greatest·thing since 
sliced bread. But is it the real answer or is it another case of the kayak growing 
like Topsy? The rudder does not .cure the root cause of the problem since it 
does not alter in any way the profile of the boat presented to the elements. The 
kayak still rrarrt s to behave in the same way as it dtd before • .All the rudder 
does it to use the paddlers e ne r gy to correct the error. There is nothing more 
like a brake than a rudder - this should not be underestimated. The water deflected 
by the rudder has to provide the same turning moment as the paddler and the side 
ways drift caused by the rudder acting against the Hater is the same as that 
necessary for the boat to be turned by the -padd.Le r , The only advantage to be 
obtained is that the ef'f'or-t provided by the paddler is ob ta'Lne d from both arms, 
hence a greater speed can be maintained than with the· one arm and it is therefore 
not so tiring. (The speed will be reduced below normal due to the braking action 
of the rudder and sideways dri~t due to correction will be present). 

Now suppose that one reduces the length of the kayak by a, foot at either end, 
reduce the area presented to the elements at these points and at the same time 
make the bow and stern more buoyant. 11hoops ~ Up go the hands of the purists in 
horror. 'You lose speed due to the reduced waterline and directional stability', 
they say. The reduction in speed is negligible, particularly in sea conditions, 
and the reduction in directional stability is intended - at least at present. 
The advantages of doing this are that the bow does not dig insigrificantly, the 
stern presents a small area to the elements, the pivoting lever is less and, hence, 
the craft does not broach as readily. Plso, when broaching has occured it is much 
more easily corrected. 

If one then fits an adjustable skeg to this craft in such a way that, unlike a 
rudder, it is always in the water, and assuming that it is in the right place 
and of the right size (~) it will use the water to precent broaching. This preven 
tion is by lateral pressure on the skeg and does not absorb any power from the 
paddler, nor does it act as a brake. By adjusting the amount of skeg presento<l 
to the water the amount of sideways pressure can be varied so that the kayak can 
be tuned to suit the conditions at the time. This overcomes the directional 
stability problem. However, for this to work it does require the basic boat to be 
relatively manoevr-ab Le , \1hat one is doing is to change the profile of the boat - 
a feature which cannot be achieved with a directionally stable boat of the design 
of a conventional sea kayak. In other words, the craft is made just as directionally 
stable as the conditions at the time demand and it is the natural forces of the 
elements which maintain the direction instead of the paddlers effort being used 
to correct the kayak's bad habits. 

This is the basis of the design of the SEA TIG1'R and is one of several reasons 
why it out-performs other conventional sea kayaks. When in the company of other 
boats, if all are paddling as near as possible the same course, the SEA TIGER will 
be found to windward of the others even if they are fitted with rudders. 7vhat 
this means is that:- . 

1. if the wind is on the bow quarter a conventional kayak will have to 
be paddled more into the wind to maintain the same actual course 
(as distinct from the paddled course) as that of the SEA TIGER. Hence, 
one has a greater tussle with tho elements. 

2. is the wind is from a stern quarter the conventional kayak has to be 
paddled more across the wind to maintain the same actual course. 
Hence .there is a greater tendancy to broach. 



As a result the SEA TIGER will be found to be very fast. The stronger the wind, the 
more it is quartering, the tougher the kayaking conditions, the more dramatic 
is the difference. However, the new feel and technique does take a little time 
to get used to. 

No small craft has yet been designEd which is good in all sea conditions. The 
arguments which rage over 12 metre yacht k0els or dinghy hulls and centreboards 
highlight this. Kayaks are no exception. Those craft which come nearest to 
meeting most situations are the ones that have the facility to change their profile 
as presented to the elements and minimise the use of direct steerage techniques, 
such as rudderd~. The theme is that it is better to prevent the error at source 
than to have to correct it later and use the forces of the elements to maintain 
your course. 

As mentioned before, different kayaks will respond in different vmys to the same 
sea conditions. Iin one set of conditions kayak '.A' will decide it wants to do it's 
own thing whereas kayak'B' behaves reasonably well. In slightly different conditions 
the reverse might be true. Being able to assess the conditions in relation to 
your own boat is very important;unless you can do this with reasonable accuracy 
errors in navigation are bound to result. 

And so, how do you allow for side,1ays drift? The only method I have found is to 
experiment, over a period of years, in your boat using transits and a compass in 
as many varying conditions as possible in the same area. In this way you can get - 
to know your boat's characteristics and your abilities and how to allow for these 
when setting your course. Having said that, the one tool to help speed up the 
process is to be able to keep the kayak on a given paddled course at all times, 
preferably by being able to tune it to the prevailing conditions and letting the 
elements do the work. Pew , if any, situations should exist where the boat want s 
to do it's own thing. So, keep on your course at the expense of the elements - 
when the going gets tough you may need your energy for more important things. 

Nick Padwick. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ 
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From Alan Byde , Middleton in Teesdale, Co. Durham. 

Dear John, 

Thanks for your latest newsletter. You ask several times for comments. 
Yur 'tis. 

Sea Touring Maps~ An exercise more of interest to the compiler than the 
purchaser. On the other hand I first met spring tides at St. Davids Head and the 
Ramsey Sound after consulting Bartholomeus½ inch series and deciding that the No 
Bishop would be a handy trip on such a calm day. (It was the turn of the tide when 
we launched at '.'/hi te sands Bay) • Further, I once held .l:dmiral ty charts in great 
respect, looking at them and feeling the surge of the sea as I imagined myself 
paddling the area. Now I have a lot of out of date charts and I never look at them. 
I·. once loved 'reading' 1 inch O.S. maps of the Lake District, imagining views 
from peaks I never climbed. I think that was stoked up by Ar thur- Ransome. They have 
their place, these maps and guides. It may not be for you or me, but there are 
ttose who will enjoy reading them. So will our secret sport be revealed to the 
masses and our secrets be secrets no more. I suppose that Columbus 'discovered' 
America in the same way •••.• the Indians watched him do it. 

Which brings me to another point. -1,e are seekers after ·truth. In· our love 
of the arcane we seek revelation whilst paddling unsuitable craft made to look 
something like an Eskimo hunter's boat. Their nE:eds have naught to do with ours. 
The ccnver-se is true. Columbus sailed the Ocean blue in 14- hundred and 92. '\:foll, 
about 500 years before that the Vikings went there first. They were level headed 
people and did not go on a whim. They KTl'E7: there was land to the Yiest. 1.'lhy? 
Because the Irish had been there 500 years before that. They did it in craft we 
call curraghs and they call canoas. It is the original BRITISH ocean going canoe. 
~ie look slavishly to the North Jim, rican continent for our inspiration. 1/hy not 
seek our truths in the craft of the west coast of Ireland, where for me the Dingle 
canoe is the most beautiful shape on the Pater. The Aran c~aft is much the same. 
19 feet by 3'6", it carries from 3 to 5 people, is rowed (ha~), sailed, motored 
and paddled. Is it a canoe you may say. ':ell, I'd rather go round Ireland in 
one of those than an Anas ~cuta. Alan Byde. 
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